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PETER D. CLARKE, The Interdict in the Thirteenth Century: A Question
of Collective Guilt (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), x + 300 pp.
ISBN 978 0 19 920860 9. £65.00

The interdict was a thoroughly medieval legal institution by which
church authorities withdrew pastoral care, including most sacra-
ments, from entire communities or whole geographical areas in order
to enforce compliance with ecclesiastical laws or policies. As a rule,
the transgressions which prompted interdicts were perpetrated by
rulers or ruling bodies, while the ecclesiastical censure was also
aimed at their subjects: they were either considered to be partially
guilty for abetting the wrongs committed by their rulers, or supposed
to bring pressure against them and thus force them into submitting
to the ecclesiastical authorities. While this procedure accorded well
with medieval political cultures and practices, rooted as they were in
a feudal mode of thinking which linked rulers to the people they
ruled over and forced subjects into community with their superiors,
the interdict posed numerous problems in legal thinking. At the cen-
tre of these was the question of whether it was justified to sanction
people for crimes that they themselves had not committed. This was
the case with most interdicts and, even if partial or indirect guilt
could be found on the part of a community, it really was the individ-
ual ruler, for example, a king or a count, or a small number of people,
such as the members of a town government, whose acts had caused
the rift with the church authorities. With the systematization of canon
law at the beginning of the thirteenth century the interdict, too, had
to be accommodated within the legal doctrine of the church and the
question of justification turned out to be one of the most fiercely dis-
cussed issues among canon lawyers.

These discussions form the subject of Peter Clarke’s first chapter.
His approach to the history and development of the interdict in the
thirteenth century is thoroughly based on traditional canon law
scholarship. Primarily drawing on legal treatises, law codes, and
papal letters in which the popes formulated and developed their
interpretation of the legal principles governing interdicts, Clarke con-
siders the various elements of the procedure of the interdict in the
light of legal opinion as it developed throughout the thirteenth cen-
tury. Apart from the legal justifications of the interdict, he discusses,
in separate chapters, the different kinds of interdict, the laying of
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interdicts, the various possible terms set for an interdict, and the con-
ditions leading to the lifting of interdicts. In all of these chapters,
Clarke is primarily concerned with the legal principles and proce-
dural minutiae pertaining to these points as discussed by canon
lawyers and ecclesiastical law-makers. This results in very detailed
discussions reflecting Clarke’s great knowledge and expert interpre-
tation of the canon law literature of the thirteenth century, including
a number of hitherto unpublished treatises. Clarke has rendered the
legal historian and canon law specialist a great service by filling a gap
in an important area of canon law studies.

The interdict, however, was not only a legal issue heating up
canon law discourse; it was also an instrument of ecclesiastical poli-
tics which shaped the conflicts between lay and church powers at the
time. Of course, Clarke acknowledges its political importance and
keeps referring to the problems of implementing canon law precepts
in practice. For the general historian, the book only comes alive in
chapter five, when Clarke considers three exemplary cases of ‘The
Interdict in Action’. The first one is the interdict laid on the commune
of San Giminiano between c.1289 and 1293 by the Bishop of Volterra.
The other examples are two cities which were also interdicted by
their own bishops in south-western France: Dax in 1242–3 and
Béziers in the late 1290s. Here the book comes alive as it is possible to
study the circumstances leading towards, and governing, the inter-
dict. Even if the sources do not yield every detail, one gets a good pic-
ture of the problems a medieval community faced when put under
interdict. People resisted or tried to circumvent the bans on pastoral
care and the sacraments, leading to further problems with their cler-
gy. It also seems that interdicts were never wholly successful in
restricting church life to the bare minimum. But for a community, liv-
ing with the interdict was a stigma which made everyday life cum-
bersome and annoying. While ecclesiastical authorities never quite
managed to enforce full adherence to the interdict in all details, they
could usually use it to their own advantage by forcing recalcitrant lay
bodies to seek an accommodation with the church.

It is this chapter which whets the appetite for more and more sys-
tematic discussion of the politics of the interdict in the thirteenth cen-
tury. In particular, one would like to know more about the exact rela-
tionship between the different levels of ecclesiastical government
with regard to the application of the interdict. What role did the
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papacy play as the court of appeal in conflicts between local bishops
and their lay folk? How did the proliferation of papal legates and
judge delegates in the second half of the thirteenth century affect the
practice of the interdict? What role did the interdict play in the steady
expansion of the power of communes in northern and central Italy
during this period, in particular with regard to the papacy’s attempts
to tighten its political control? These are just a few of the numerous
questions which are left unanswered at the end of this study. But
rather than deploring a lack of answers which the present study
probably never set out to provide, one should congratulate the
author for bringing these issues to our attention and, it is to be hoped,
encouraging others to continue where his study leaves off.
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The Teutonic Order was one of the three major military orders of the
Middle Ages, along with the Temple and the Hospital of St John. Its
history begins in the 1190s, when a small crusader hospital, founded
in Acre by Germans from Bremen and Lübeck, was transformed into
a religious congregation and thereafter into a military order follow-
ing the example of the Templars and Hospitallers. After the fall of
Acre in 1291, the Teutonic Knights transferred their headquarters
from the Holy Land first to Venice and then, in 1309, to Prussia,
which largely explains why the Order is today generally best known
for its activities in the Baltic. 

The medieval history of the Teutonic Order has been described in
numerous books and articles and, perhaps surprisingly to some, to
the present day more studies have been conducted on the Teutonic
Knights than on the Templars or Hospitallers. General knowledge of
the Order is not evenly distributed, however, and in particular the
history of the Order in the crusader states in the Holy Land remains
far less well known than that of its presence in southern and western
Europe, or in Prussia and Livonia. Detailed studies on various
aspects of the Order’s history in the Holy Land do exist, of course.
But despite the fact that new developments in the field of archaeolo-
gy, such as Adrian Boas’s excavations in the former Teutonic castle of
Montfort, have shed new light on many related questions, an exhaus-
tive monograph dealing with the Order’s history in the Levant has so
far been lacking.1

Morton’s book is developed from his doctoral thesis, which he
submitted in 2007. It provides the first general overview of the
Teutonic Order’s history in the Latin East from its foundation in the
1190s to the fall of Acre in 1291, and offers the first serious treatment
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1 Adrian Boas and Rabei Khamissy, ‘The Teutonic Castle of Montfort/ Star -
ken  berg (Qual’at Qurein)’, in Hubert Houben and Kristjan Toomaspoeg
(eds.), L’Ordine Teutonico tra Mediterraneo e Baltico: incontri e scontri tra religioni,
popoli e culture. Der Deutsche Orden zwischen Mittelmeerraum und Balti kum:
Begegnungen und Konfrontationen zwischen Religionen, Völkern und Kul turen.
Atti del Convegno internazionale, Bari-Lecce-Brindisi, 14–16 settembre 2006, Acta
Theutonica 5 (Galatina, 2008), 347–59.




